
Chapter 22 

IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION 
OF PROGRAMMABLE SECURITY 

Stephen Magill, Bradley Skaggs, Mauricio Papa and John Hale 

Abstract This paper presents a methodology for augmenting programming languages with 
configurable security services. In particular, it describes JPAC, a Java extension 
that provides syntax for expressing discretionary package-based access control. 
Access control is based on a variation of a ticket-based authorization model. The 
authorization model has been succesfuIIy implemented in the Isabelle theorem 
proving environment. Moreover, a novel cryptographic verification formalism is 
used to analyze JPAC's secure method invocation protocol. Programmable se
curity architectures and cryptographic protocol verification formalisms used in 
concert can provide verifiably secure programming systems for Internet applica
tions. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet computing is a catalyst for the development of new programming 
language protection models, security APIs, and software integration and inter
operability frameworks. Developers rely on protection models to check code 
integrity and guard memory boundaries at compile-time and run-time [4, 8]. 
Together, protection models and security APIs comprise the state of the art 
for safe-guarding applications running in open, heterogeneous environments. 
However, these tools do not ensure that a security policy articulated with an 
API is consistent or viable. Moreover, very little is available to programmat
ically link elements in a protection model with a security API. As a result, 
security APIs are commonly used in an ad hoc fashion yielding unpredictable 
security policies. 

Programmable security provides syntactic and semantic constructs in pro
gramming languages for coherently embedding security functionality within 
applications [9]. Developers use special syntax to express security policies 
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within code in the same way that types are used to express constraints on vari
able behavior. This approach facilitates compile-time and run-time security
checking (analogous to type-checking) to verify that no potential security pol
icy violations exist within a program. 

This paper describes the Java Package Access Control (JPAC) System. JPAC 
extends the Java programming language with syntax for specifying discre
tionary access control policies at the package level. The JPAC access control 
scheme is based on a primitive authorization model that has been mechanized 
in Isabelle, an interactive theorem prover. Access to Java data and code ele
ments under JPAC is fully mediated by a secure method invocation scheme. As 
this paper demonstrates, both the authorization model and its implementation 
using the secure method invocation scheme are amenable to formal analysis. 

Section II of the paper discusses the broad topic of programmable security. 
Section III presents our authorization model and illustrates the potential for 
formal analysis of security policies expressed in the model. Section IV de
scribes the JPAC archtitecture and each of its essential components. Section 
V provides a detailed examination of the secure method invocation protocol, 
and section VI presents a formal analysis of the scheme using a novel crypto
graphic protocol verification system. Section VII provides conclusions. 

2. Programmable Security 

Object-oriented programming languages employ protection schemes based 
on classes, variables and methods. Java 1.0 provides packages to group pro
gram units (classes and interfaces), creating access boundaries [4]. Java 1.2 lets 
developers define protection domains to specify sets of classes sharing identi
cal permissions [7,8]. The added functionality is given in an API. Wallach et 
al. propose extensions to the Java security model that employ capabilities and 
namespace management techniques [24]. Java capabilities are implemented 
based on the fact that references to objects cannot be fabricated due to Java's 
type safety features. The disadvantage of these approaches is that no significant 
compile-time security checking can be performed. 

Early work in [5] describes a compile-time mechanism to certify that pro
grams do not violate information flow policies, while [2] provides a flow logic 
to verify that programs satisfy confinement properties. 

In [23], Volpano et al. recast the information flow analysis model in [5] 
within a type system to establish its soundness. This work led to a sound type 
system for information flow in a multi-threaded language [20]. JPAC differs 
in that it promotes a foundational authorization model as a common substrate 
for various access control schemes [9] to support the static analysis of secure 
program interoperability. 
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Figure 1. System views. 

Van Doom et al. extend Modula-3 network objects with security features 
in [22]. Secure network objects (SNOs) bind programming languages into 
service for integrating security into objects and methods. The SNO runtime 
design most closely resembles ours (e.g., using capabilities and access control 
lists), but the SNO syntax extensions express operational semantics as opposed 
to policy specifications. 

Myers and Liskov describe a decentralized information flow control model 
in [17]. Myers implemented these ideas in JFlow [18]. While JFlow uses syn
tactic extensions in a dialect of Java to express information flow, our languages 
capture more abstract security policies in the discretionary access control do
main. 

The SLam calculus is a typed A-calculus that tracks relevant security prop
erties of programming elements [12]. A compiler that executes static checks 
enforces type system rules to guarantee program security. While the SLam cal
culus and our approach are both amenable to static analysis, their formalism 
relies heavily on secure type systems in functional languages. 

3. Authorization Model 

This section presents a formal semantics for the ticket-based authorization 
model and a simple scenario illustrating its use and capabilities. A system in 
our model is represented by a hierarchical structure of node components. Tick
ets embedded in messages as unforgeable tokens are analogous to capabilities 
[13, 14], conveying privileges of message originators. Message passing only 
occurs directly between two adjacent object nodes. 

To illustrate the concept, consider a uni versi ty with a transactions sys
tem consisting of four databases: Spec, Inv, Acct and Users containing 
equipment specifications, inventory, account information and users, respec
tively (see Figure la). Furthermore, Users contains a set of three subjects 
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Predicate Note 
Parent s 0102 (01 i= 02) 01 is Parent of 02 in state s 

Acij s 01 02 = Parent s 01 02 V Parent s 02 01 01 is adjacent to 02 in state s 
Key SOl t 01 has Key named t in state S 

Lock S 01 02 t (Adj S 01 02) 01 has lock named t on 02 in state S 

Match SOl 02 03 = :3 t. Key S 01 t /\ Lock S 02 03 t Key/Lock matching in state S 

Access S 01 01 Objects have access to themselves 
Access S 0102 /\ Match S 010203 '* Access s 0103 01 has access to 03 

Figure 2. Authorization model. 

where each subject possesses a key indicating its access level: root (an ad
ministrator with read, write and query permissions), john (a regular user with 
read permission) and jane (a power user with read and write permission). 

Our model consists of rules defining the hierarchy, local access level and 
access level in the hierarchy as described in the following subsections. 

Hierarchy Definition The structure of the hierarchy is represented by a set 
of predicates of the form Parent S 01 02 (01 =f 02) [Rule 1], indicating that 
01 is the parent node of 02 in state s. Preconditions for the predicates are in 
parentheses. The hierarchy in our example, as shown in Figure 1 b, is repre
sented by the following set of seven predicates: 

Parent s Uni versi ty Spec 
Parent S Uni versi ty Users 

Parent S University Inv 
Parent s Users root 
Parent s Users john 

Parent s University Acct 
Parent s Users jane 

The adjacency relationships between objects, as required by the message
passing scheme, can be formally specified with the following predicate [Rule 
2]: Adj s 0102 = Parent S 01 02 V Parent S 02 01. This auxiliary predicate 
is used to establish authorized message flow. Messages can only be directly 
passed between two adjacent nodes. 

Local Access Level Conceptually, tickets represent keys held by subjects 
that match locks held by objects. Keys are checked for matching object locks 
to authorize access requests. 

Access level in the hierarchy is defined by predicates of the form Key S 01 t 
[Rule 3] and Lock S 01 02 t (Adj S 01 02) [Rule 4]. At this level, the model 
mandates that 01 and 02 be adjacent for 01 to hold such a lock. Access to 
non-adjacent nodes is determined by inferring access level as described in the 
next subsection. The first predicate is true when 01 has a key named t in state 
S and the second when 01 has a lock named t on object 02 in state S (and the 
precondition is satisfied). Container nodes must be given the corresponding 
locks in order to validate/delegate messages: 
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Notes: 
Acces __ john John Is true by Ru. 8 
Remaining leat •• r. true by system deflnHlon. 

Figure 3. Backward chaining proof. 

Lock s University Spec Admin 
Lock s University Inv Admin 

Lock s University Inv Reg 
Lock s University Users Power 

Lock s University Spec Power 
Lock s University Inv Power 

Lock s University Users Admin 
Lock s University Users Reg 
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This embodies the security policy put in place by Uni vers i ty. Similarly, 
a lock structure is defined for Users, having locks on each user corresponding 
to their access level and locks on Uni versi ty to check messages going up 
the hierarchy: 

Lock s Users root Admin 
Lock s Users john Reg 

Lock s Users University Power 

Lock s Users jane Power 
Lock s Users University Admin 

Lock s Users University Reg 

Each user in the hierarchy also possesses locks to check appropriate permis
sions to send messages through Users: 

Lock s root Users Admin I Lock s jane Users Power I Lock s john Users Reg 

Finally, each user is given a key matching his/her access level: 
Key s root Admin I Key s jane Power I Key s john Reg 

Object Access Level Inference We first define a predicate Match, which 
expresses when a message has permission to be forwarded to 03 on behalf of 
01 in 02 (a key/lock matching operation in essence) [Rule 5]: 

Match s 01 02 03 = :3 t. Key s 01 t A Lock S 02 03 t. 

We define another predicate to represent the ultimate goal of a message. 
Access S 01 02 specifies that 01 can access 02 from its point of origin in state 
8. Now we can complete the formalization by creating an inductive definition 
for access between nodes in an object hierarchy with the addition of two rules: 
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thwry au th=Main.' 

types name =na t 
daltttyIW Object= OB name list" list" "ObjeC't 
list" 
and lock = LOCK "name" "name" 
and key = KEY 

consts OName:: => name k 

oKeys:: "Object => key list" 
OLocks:: "Object => lock list" 
ochildren:.' "Object => Object list" 
LName:.' => name" 
LObject.'· "lock => name" 
KName:.. => name· 

primrec "OName (OB name keys locks children) = name" 
prill1teC "OKeys (DB name keys locks children) = keys" 
prilllrK ·OLocks (DB name keys locks children) = locks" 
prilTU'\c'C: "OChildren (OB name keys locks children) 
children" 
printl'1c'C "LN/Jme (LOCK namel name2) = namel· 

primn:c "LObject (LOCK name1 name2) = name2" 
prilllf"et .. KName (KEY name) = name" 

consts OInStateO:: ·Object => Object => bool" 
OInStateL: " "Object => Object list => bool" 

primrec "OInStateO 01 (OB sname skeys slocks olist) ; 
((01 = (DB sname skeys slacks olist)) I (OInstateL 01 
olist)) W 

"OInStateL 01 [} = Ftllse w 

"OInStateL 01 (ah#ol) = ((OInStateO 01 
oh) I (OInStateL 01 01))" 

£on'itdefs Parent:: "Object => Object => Object => bool" 

01 02 State == ((OInStateD 01 State) & 

(OInStateD 02 State) & (02 mem (OChildren 01))) n 

unstdefs Adj:: ·ObjeC't ::::> Object => Object => bool" 
"Adj 01 02 State == Parent 01 02 State I Parent 

02 01 State" 

tonstdcrs Key:: "Object => name => Object => bool" 

"Key 01 name State == (( (KEY name) mem (OKeys 
01)} & (OInStateO 01 Stdte))" 

tonstdcls Lock:: wObject => Object => name => Object 

=> bool" 
"Lock 01 02 name State == ((Adj 01 02 State) & 

((LOCK name 02)) mem (OLocks Ol})} " 

constders Match:: "Object => Object => Object => Object 
=> bool W 

"Match 01 02 03 State == (7 t . (Key 01 t 
Stltte)&(Lock 0203 t State)) H 

consL'i Access:: "(Object" Object .. Object) set" 

inductive "ACC9SS" 

intros 
BaS9: "OInStateO 01 State==-> (01 , 01 , Stat9): Access 

Ind: "II? 02. ((01 , 02 , State) :Access & Match 01 

02 03 State) /1 ==> (01 , 03 , Stl1te): Access" 

Figure 4. Authorization model as implemented in the Isabelle theorem prover. 

Access s 01 01 = true [Rule 6] and Access s 01 02 1\ Match s 01 02 03 =? 

Access s 01 03 [Rule 7]. 
The first rule indicates that objects always have access to themselves, and 

forms a base case for inductive access checking. The second provides the 
inductive step, stating that if 01 can access 02, and if 01 holds a key matching 
a lock in 02 for 03, then 01 can aCCess 03. The entire model is summarized in 
Figure 2. 

Figure 3 shows a sketch of the backward-chaining proof showing that John 
has access to the inventory, i.e. Access s john Inv, by using the formal model 
described in this section. 

The authorization model has been used in a prototype implementation pro
viding programmable security at the package level in the Java programming 
language and as a formal foundation for the authorization service in a coordi
nation language for heterogenous objects. 

Authorization Model Verification The model presented in this section has 
also been implemented in the Isabelle theorem proving environment (see Fig
ure 4). The natural numbers are used to represent names (left-hand side of Fig
ure 4, types clause). Three basic datatypes are created in the theory: Obj ect, 
lock and key with constructors OB, LOCK and KEY respectively (mirroring 
the model). An Obj ect is characterized by a name, a list of keys, a list of 
locks and a list of objects (used to represent the object hierarchy). Similarly, 
two names are used to characterize a lock: the name of the lock and the name 
of the object whose access will be controlled by this lock. A key is character
ized by a name only. 
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The cons ts clauses define types for access methods to the individual com
ponents of each of the three datatypes. For instance, OName has type Obj ec t 
=> name and returns the name of the object passed to the function. In our Is
abelle model, the state s is represented by an Obj ect. Consequently, we must 
define functions that will determine whether or not an object is part of a given 
state, i.e. whether or not it is part of the current object structure representing 
the state. The Obj ec t datatype definition is a typical case of nested recursion, 
it is defined in terms of a list of objects and a list is itself a recursive datatype. 
Determining membership of an object to the current state, requires the use of 
two mutually recursive functions: OInStateO and OInStateL. These two 
functions cover all possible variations of the input. 

Having defined the basic datatypes and associated auxiliary functions, the 
rules in Figure 2 can be easily incorporated into Isabelle (see right-hand side 
of Figure 4). For instance, Parent 01 02 State tests whether or not 
both 01 and 02 are in the state and that 02 is a child of 01 (by using the 
membership function defined in the list theory). All other rules are defined 
similarly with the exception of the Access rule. Access is represented by 
an inductively defined set of triples. A triple (01, 02, S ta te) is in Ac
cess if and only if the triple satisfies the induction rules Base and Ind which 
correspond to rules 6 and 7 in the authorization model. The theorem (j ohn, 
invt, university): Access in Isabelle corresponds to the example 
previously proved by hand (Figure 3). 

The outline for the proof in Figure 3 served as a guide to complete the 
backward-chaining proof in Isabelle. 

4. Java Package Access Control 

This section presents, a programmable package-based protection scheme for 
Java (JPAC) using the authorization model presented in the previous section. 
Standard Java syntax offers four different access level qualifiers for class mem
bers with well defined access boundaries: private, protected, public 
and package. In particular, the public qualifier is the only one that al
lows a programmer to cross the package boundary. Unfortunately, declaring a 
member public grants access to the world. JPAC uses minimal syntax exten
sions to provide developers with discretionary and fine-grained access control 
for Java applications. Note that JPAC extends, not replaces, the existing Java 
security architecture. Constructs on the extended grammar are translated into 
standard Java by means of a specialized preprocessor. 

JPAC Grammar Java syntax extensions used to express package-based 
protection are shown in Figure 5. The EBNF productions in Figure 5 change 
the way a compilation unit is named by making PackageDeclaration 
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CompilationUnit: 
PackageDeclaration [ ImportDeclarations J [ TYPeDeclarations J 

PackageDeclaration: 
package [ PackageNarne ] properties 

Properties: 
protection { [ Property] } 

Property: 
PackageNarne; ( PackageNarne )* 

guarded I 

unsecured ; 

package Acct 
protection 

Users;} 
class MyClass 

.. , } 

package Inv 
protection 

guarded;} 
class MyClass 

. .. } 

Figure 5. Extended syntax. 

package Spec 
protection 

unsecured; } 
class MyClass 

. .. } 

mandatory and adding a Properties production to it. Unnamed compila
tion units are specified by declaring a nameless package. 

Three different access modes are considered in our approach: list-based, 
guarded and unsecured. List-based access provides the ability to specify which 
packages will be granted rights and permissions. All classes in the access list 
must be JPAC protected (checked at compile time). Guarded access provides 
the ability to grant access to all JPAC classes. Unsecured is used for integrating 
JPAC and legacy code. Three examples of legal compilation units can be found 
at the bottom of Figure 5. 

JPAC program elements are organized into an object hierarchy. A root ob
ject resides at the top of the hierarchy, below it are objects modeling packages, 
classes and instances. All protected packages are provided with a message 
handler; a class specifically designed to provide messaging facilities. Access 
requests are carried by messages that flow from the message handler of the 
package representing the request source to the message handler of the destina
tion package. 

The JPAC semantics are derived from the ticket-based authorization scheme 
and object hierarchy described in Section 3. 

5. Secure Method Invocation 
This section presents a secure method invocation protocol used to imple

ment the authorization model described in Section 22.3. It also provides a 
formal model for proving relevant security properties. 
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1. 
Ca 

Package Manager A 

Request to 6. Ticket 
II MethodB 

Method A 

Class P 

Package 
Boundary 

2. Request Access 
to MethodB 

5. Ticket for Access 
to Method B 

I 

I 

I 

7. Ticket & 
Params 

10. Result. 

I 

Package Manager B 

8. Check 
Ticket 

9. Ticket OK 

Method B 

Class a 

Figure 6. Secure method invocation. 
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3. QueryACL 
Access 
Control 

List 

4. Access Allowed 

The secure method invocation protocol uses a ticket-based access control 
scheme to enforce application-level policies at runtime. Authenticated entiti
ties obtain a ticket which can be exchanged for method access. Most of the 
authentication work rests with package managers, so that methods remain rel
atively lightweight in JPAC. 

An overview of the protocol is provided in Figure 6. The protocol consists 
of ten communication steps that are functionally divided into two phases: ob
taining a ticket from the callee's package manager and the actual method call. 

This two-phase scheme has the advantage of reducing system overhead. 
Once a ticket is obtained, successive calls proceed by skipping the first phase. 

6. Verification 

This section demonstrates the use of a novel cryptographic protocol verifi
cation formalism to analyze JPAC's secure method invocation protocol. The 
formalism uses elements from various process calculi [1, 15, 16]. It com
bines the convenient modeling properties of process calculi with the powerful 
reasoning ability of authentication logics, such as BAN [3]. In the analysis 
process, a subtle flaw in the secure method invocation protocol is discovered 
and corrected. 

Protocol Logic The secure method invocation protocol is formally modeled 
with a subset of the protocol logic defined in [19]. The logical system is a 
simple process calculus with pattern-based message exchange and support for 
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key K" I K;;l I 
data .. - key I n 

message .. - ('ml,m2, ... 'mi] I 
messagekey I data 

pattern .. - [Pl, P2, ···Pill patternkey I 
data I n? 

comm .. - --+ pattern comm I 
1\ message comm I 

.. - #n. comm I {} 

(a) BNF Grammar 

n n 

[Pl,P2, ... p;] 

pattern K;; 1 

patternKn 

,..."" messageKn 

........ messag eK ,;;l 

patternSn '" messagesn 

n? m (lim) 

(b) Pattern matching 

Figure 7. Protocol logic. 

both public key and symmetric encryption. The BNF grammar for the process 
calculus is shown in Figure 7(a). 

n denotes a member of an infinite set of names, which represents our data. 
A key is either public, private, or symmetric. The term "data" is used to en
compass keys and names. Messages are strings of data or encrypted messages 
(messagekey denotes a message encrypted under key). Pattern structure mir
rors message structure with the addition of a "wildcard" construction (n?), 
which makes n act much like a variable. 

comm comprises the set of communication sequences, with output denoted 
by (1\) and input denoted by (--t). The #n. comm construction is read as "new 
name n in comm". It binds n such that n inside comm is different from n 
outside comm. The result is that #n. comm comm[n'ln] provided n' is 
not free in the system. A name appearing in the system is bound if it is a 
wildcard or new name and free otherwise. 

An agent is defined by a unique ID and a communication sequence. Agent 
IDs are considered public knowledge. A system is a group of concurrent 
agents. Concurrency is denoted by (&), a commutative operator. Addition 
or deletion of an agent whose communication is {} (the nil agent) also results 
in a system congruent to the original (a simplification rule). 

agent 

system 

(n, comm) 

agent & system I {} 
Communication occurs when the pattern exposed by one agent matches the 

message offered by another (pattern matching rules are shown in Figure 7(b)). 
At this point, the message is transmitted and both agents are said to reduce. 
The following reduction rules define this behavior: 

/\ m m"'p 
Out: m a :::;. a In: m [ / 1 

-+pa:::;.amp 
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The Out and In rules define agent behavior for an agent offering a message 
and an agent exposing a pattern respectively. The Comm rule defines agent 

communication. Operators =}, and 2 are used to indicate system reduction, 
agent reduction with output m and agent reduction with input m. 

Formal Specification In any run of the secure method invocation protocol, 
there are four agents participating: the initiator method, initiator package, re
ceiver method and receiver package. The definitions for these four agents will 
be abstracted over the agent IDs. The convention adopted in the formalism be
low gives IDs much the same properties as IP addresses. P enc can be thought 
of as the "ticket" which grants access to Method B. 

The package manager and the package managed by it are assumed to be 
running on the same machine. Thus, communication within a package is con
sidered to be secure. However, they are included here for completeness. Since 
the agent ID is evident from our function naming convention it has been omit
ted in following definitions; agentn is associated with ID n. 

agentA(mA, mB, A, B) 

/\ [A, mB, P] --+ [mA' Pene ?] /\ [mB, Pene] 

--+ [mA, Rene ?]/\ [A, Rene] --+ [mA, R?] 

--+ [mB,Pene ?] 1\ [B,Pene] --+ [mB,P?] 

A [B,R,Penc ] -+ 

--+ [mA, mB, P?j/\ [B, A,[mB, PjK-d --+ [A, [mB, Pene?]K-d 
A A 

/\ [mA,Pene ]--+ [A,[mB,[R?,N?,P]KB]KA-1]/\ [mA,R] 

--+ [B, A, [mB, P?]KA ] #N. /\ [A, [mB, [N, P]K-dKA] 
B 

--+ [B, [N, P]KB]/\ [mB, P] --+ [B, R, [N, P]KB ] 

/\ [mB, [mB, [R, N, P]K-dKA] 
B 

R is the result of the method call and P is the parameter set. Notice that pattern 
matching is used to check the nonce in agentB. 

Security and Knowledge Inference Let CS(S, S') denote the set of all 
messages passed during all reductions of S to S', hereafter referred to as the 
communications set of (S, S'). 

To analyze the security of a protocol, the formalism must examine what 
knowledge an intruder could collect during protocol runs and whether this 
knowledge could be used to gain access to private information. All communi
cations are assumed to be over open channels. This allows the intruder to see 
every message exchanged in the protocol run. 
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Kn(M), the knowledge gained from the set of messages M, is defined as: 

mEM 
mEKn(M) 

m::mlEKn(M) 
mEKn(M)/\mIEKn(M) 

m,mIEKn(M) 
m::mIEKn(M) 

where kl '" k2 means "k1 matches k2" in the sense that a public key matches 
its corresponding private key and two symmetric keys match each other if they 
are the same key. The intruder's knowledge after the system changes from state 
8 to state 8' then becomes Kn(C8(8, 8')). 

It is now possible to define the meaning of a secure system. Let: 
T(8) = {(8, 8') I 8 d:> 8'}, 8 + 1= 8 U {/\ m I m E Kn(C8(T(S)))}U 
{--+ n?} and secure (8, Mp) = $m E Kn(CS(T(S + I))) . mE Mp where 
Mp = set of messages that should remain private 

A system is secure if the intruder cannot gain access to elements in Mp. The 
use of S + I in the definition of "secure" acknowledges that the intruder can 
take an active approach and insert or remove messages from the communica
tions channel. 

Protocol security can now be characterized. A protocol is a set of functions 
of type I --+ agent where I = nO! IDs. a is a finite indexing set and IDs is 
the subset of names that represent agent IDs. Given a protocol, P, security of 
this protocol with respect to a set of private messages is defined as: 

Let S(P) = Up(I) (p E P), secure (P, Mp) = secure(S(P), Mp) 

S is the union of the co-domains of the protocol functions. The security 
property for protocols, as given above, states that a protocol is secure if all 
the states that are reachable using the communication patterns defined by that 
protocol are secure. Despite the apparent complexity of the task, a relatively 
straightforward inductive approach suffices as a proof strategy. The base case 
consists of a system whose only requirements are that every agent is an appli
cation of a protocol function and every element of Mp is present in the system. 
It eventually must be shown that: 

Vp E P . secure (S, Mp) ===} secure (p(I)&S, Mp) 

In our analysis we consider concurrent runs of a protocol and the intruder's 
ability to communicate with other agents. As a rule, we keep track of the 
intruder's knowledge (Knl) at all times. If it is learned that a particular protocol 
function adds to Knl n K n( Mp), then that line of communications is followed, 
as it may lead to the discovery of a security vulnerability. 
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Protocol Analysis This approach has been used to reveal and correct a flaw 
in the secure method invocation protocol. Since the goal of the protocol is 
that only an authorized methods get results of a method call, our goal was to 
show that the protocol is secure with respect to the method result. Initial anal
ysis showed that an intruder could access method results by using a package 
manager as an oracle. 

As a result, the final version of the protocol includes a nonce generated by 
the caller to prevent the intruder from gaining access to method results unless 
it is authorized. Based on this analysis, the new protocol is secure. 

7. Conclusions 

Programmable security and programmable access control allow developers 
to express verifiable protection policies in their applications. JPAC extends the 
Java language with syntax for expressing package-level discretionary policies. 
JPAC classes and interfaces can be seamlessly integrated within native Java 
applications, allowing developers to customize protection policies for selected 
software components. 

A dual complement of formal methods has been used to support the design 
of JPAC's authorization model and runtime access control mechanisms. The 
ticket-based authorization model was mechanized in a simple logic using Is
abelle to demonstrate the potential for static and dynamic access control policy 
checking. JPAC's secure method invocation scheme was subjected to formal 
analysis via a cryptographic protocol verification system, leading to the discov
ery and elimination of a flaw in the original protocol. The collective success of 
these two efforts strongly suggests an expansive role for formal methods and 
tools in the development of programmable security infrastructures. 
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